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EDITORIAL
by
Karen de Wit
Once again we had a group of agiliteers overseas competing
with borrowed dogs, at Texas the IFCS all-America competition. It was fun to watch the videos of them competing, as
well as at the seminars afterwards. They were Allan Rohde,
Elaine Rohde, Fiona Ferrar, Clare Wellington, Bronwen
Burnette. Clare Wellington gained a ribbon with Josie. Agility becomes a little more exciting when you travel overseas
and experience a different country and are surrounded by a
whole new group of people. A recent family trip to Holland
gave Pete the opportunity to taste a bit of Dutch agility, and
that had a completely different flavour again.
***
NALA has often been the trialling venue for agility in NZ,
and our recent venture into the world of Veterans dog agility is another step. Overseas the veterans (maybe 8 years
plus depending on the organisation) compete at the same
events as everyone else.
Games classes also feature strongly overseas and in some
organisations you cannot get a champion title unless you
have games qualifiers under your belt. They certainly provide a different challenge to a normal numbered agility
class. Anyway, welcome to another month of a full NALA
menu!! We hope you enjoy it!
Remember that next month will be the June/July edition
and you will have until August to complete the courses.
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~ NALA REPORTS ~
Top Ärf Report
by Kim Orlando-Reep
.
Rotorua April 6th/7th
I was looking forward to heading to Rotorua’s 2 day champ
show at what was for me, a new venue. Although somewhat
further, about 40 minutes on the Taupo side of the town, it
was well worth the extra driving with the beautiful lake Rerewhakaaitu adjacent to the grounds, handy for dog walking
and other water/mud sports, which I shall come to later!
There’s plenty of room for parking and camping, although it
was fairly full up by the time I arrived mid afternoon…..how do
all these people get the day off work? I must be in the wrong
job!
With a double agility and jumpers there was plenty of variety
for everyone and mostly fairly local judges (OK Allan Rohde
from Pukekohe might be pushing it a bit) and interesting
courses with nothing too diabolical, and the first day passed
with some great runs and some new young dogs achieving
wins – notably Fiona Ferrar’s Cuda taking out Maxi Starters
and Chris Charlton from Counties with Buzz, his young kelpie
winning Novice. In fact Fiona had an outstanding weekend
with 2 Starters wins with Cuda plus a second in C Jumpers.
As well as this she had a win in Senior and a first and third in
Intermediate with Sharkey.
When the clocks go back, the seasons seem to change over
night and it appeared everyone was snatching their last opportunity to enjoy other summer sports, with Fiona braving the
freezing cold wind on the lake on her paddle board, and Lou
Baker and Ross Prior indulging in a little trout fishing with Lou
suddenly remembering she might just need a fishing licence
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(while her trout was sizzling on the barbeque) and then there
was the newly formed 4 wheel drive club led by the intrepid
Malcolm Ward, who unhitched his lovely jeep from the caravan and set off around the lake…..
What happened next is the stuff of legends ...to quote Bevan
Dale " - no not some drunken escapade but a night where the
history of New Zealand’s great explorers was relived. Taking
the
boundaries to the
limit because we
just
wanted to
knock the
b&^%$
off. Take
one jeep
driven by
Malcolm
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Ward and send it as the scouting party discovering a bog hole
that was slightly deeper than its capabilities." ….and it was all
downhill from there! Carl Peplow, partner of Emma (fairly new
Wag member) hurried to the rescue in his Ford Ranger. Apparently there was some problem with his gear box (like the 4WD
wasn’t functioning) so he too soon became bogged. Bevan of
course, was in his element! There was no way he was going to
fail on this mission of mercy! A quick tour of the campsite produced several tow ropes and off he went to the rescue in his
Batmobile - sorry, Nissan Navarra. I gather there were some
more anxious moments as Carl, having been rescued, went
back for more…..but in the finish all got out and then drove up
and down the beach in the water – a kind of victory parade! –
with Malcolm deciding he should maybe try and drown the jeep
in the lake…...the "naughty boy" written in the mud on the side
of the jeep was totally appropriate….it’s always the quiet ones
that get into trouble…...Boys will be boys.
So the second day was almost an anti climax after all that excitement!
Allan Rohde judged the last Intermediate and I think he thought
we’d had too easy a weekend, as he made the course quite
challenging, on the upper end of difficulty for that level, but
quite achievable, although not if, like in Scud‘s case, your dog
starts making decisions about where the course should go…..
But there was plently of great runs – even if not all of them
were winning ones!
Lyn Sayers’ Jumpers A also produced some great runs with
Chelsea finishing fractionally ahead of Elain Rohde with Bolt.
The catering was excellent – Saturday night BBQs can be a bit
of a lottery (I once ended up with a $6 lettuce leaf ) but the
meal at this event was extremely good – fresh, varied and
plenty of it - great value for $6. With an early finish on Sunday it
was great to get home before dark – an enjoyable weekend
(although not entirely for the right reasons <G>)
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WAG 21 and 21st April
I didn’t think the excitement generated at Rotorua could be
surpassed, but Wag had a good try! The weather forecast
was slightly iffy, but the novelty of rain was still fairly new at
that stage. However, . I decided that as I had a young puppy,
who would not appreciate long hours of confinement in the
dog trailer, I would come home on Saturday night and travel
in days by car, despite a couple of tempting invitations - and
as things turned out, this was a wise move!
Saturday was pleasant enough with a few showers - it was
one of those days when whatever you wore you were either
too hot or too cold. WAG shows are always well run – not an
advantage when running multiple dogs, as with the 3 pad system the dogs go through at an alarming rate. Also running at
all levels there isn’t always time to walk the course properly
and sometimes not at all, which happened to me twice over
the weekend. Another contribution to the speed and efficiency
was the seven judges, who set some interesting and varied
courses, starting with Sallie Ramon’s A on Saturday which
was quite tricky and with a tight time – (I think it was altered
somewhere along the line) and finishing with Dyson’s A on
Sunday, which was the last I got to run, a course I thoroughly
enjoyed as it was quite achievable, although a lot of handlers
stuffed it up: I might have been more successful had I not arrived to walk it at the same time that Dyson arrived to judge it!
The Bs were also varied with Fiona Hodgson’s an open blatting course, which was a pleasant change from the intricacies
of some. Personally, I enjoy the variety, but it seems that
some people will complain whatever the course is like! Scud
got 2nd in Keri’s B, but took out a jump by the roots in Fiona’s
- shame as he was going so well - the ground was quite slippery on top and he just lost his footing on the corner. Got lost
in Kerstin’s which wasn’t a good one not to have walked, as it
involved tunnels with multiple entries and I was running round
searching for the numbers - not conducive to a good result!
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Finally got it right at the third attempt. (Note to self - maybe
running 6 dogs in Jumpers is not such a good idea?)
Successes included Tiffany Brown with her impressive new
Cliffhanger dog Storm, winning two Cs. Hayley Rohde has
been taking full advantage of parental absence … with wins in
A and B with different Aquila dogs and other placings - she
had some spectacular runs too. Relko dogs did well with
Kirstin and Key following up their recent successes with an
impressive win with her first clear round in B, with Justine
Dale and Glen second - and it was good to see some of the
other Relko dogs with seconds and thirds. Tane had a convincing win with Flick in JA 4. It was great to see Joanne
Small back in winning form with her Malinois Belgian Shepherd having had a few soundness problems. (Breeze, not
Joanne) Marie Wales and Bounce had a great weekend too.
This is a brilliant combination: Bounce when firing on all cylinders is most impressive and just about unbeatable! A
new combination to look out for in the mini section is Bugsy,
run by Cheyenne Perfect. Bugsy is a gorgeous, happy Staffie
and he and his diminutive handler are improving with every
run.
The weather was just about perfect on Sunday morning - not
too hot or cold, but suddenly around midday that all changed.
The last courses had been set up and maxi C Jumpers had
started when the rain began. Poor Jane Mason was running
Charlie, her boxer cross, in the worst of it. He sensibly retired
into the tunnel and stayed there. Poor Jane had to go in and
drag him out. Not sure who looked more bedraggled, Jane,
Charlie or Nick, who was judging! A few months ago after
Counties, I wrote that I had never seen such atrocious
weather…..well now I have! Thunder, lightning and torrential
rain – we got it all. The power was off and WAG was left with
no other choice but to cancel the rest of the day. Good quick
decision and no hanging around procrastinating.
I helped Anna Snell pack up her Oz tent. The water was run-
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ning in over the top of
our shoes and the tent
bag filled with water in
seconds. Amazing
how heavy a tent can
become when completely waterlogged!
The whole area was
like a lake - quite

spectacular, especially
with lightning all around.

I suppose the
winners will
receive their
ribbons and
winnings

later….what a nightmare for the WAG secretary!
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Central North Reportby Helen Fabling
Counties 30/31 March
Being Easter we hit the road on the Friday afternoon and was
pleased we were heading North and not South, due to the
Southbound lanes out of Auckland just about Gridlocked from
North of Ngatea right through to the turn off at Karaka and beyond.
Most of the weekend proved to be fine, with a slight shower
on the Saturday and at the end of Sunday it started to rain.
Not that most of us complained, as some of us hadn't seen
rain for a few months.
Lovely to see the Judges from the South Island, with Paul &
Sallie Remon, along with our North Island ones, Cam List and
Amanda Benson.
A couple of 1sts for the Zone 2 region, Int 2:Lyn/Jayme; JA1:
Liz/Teal; Sen2: Dyson; JB1: Shelley/Fergus, taking Fergus
up into Jumpers A, and still a Starters dog! There were a few
Zone 2 people sprinkled up in the line outs throughout the
weekend.
Would anyone like to
As usual Counties ran Dash for Cash,
take on the task of
with Judge Allan Rohde. Again there
Central North Rewere quite a few of us Zone 2 making
porter?

the Finals. Unfortunately it was taken
away from us by Mark Wilson with a
blistering run with The Artful Dodger.
One dog that came away with the Top
Starters Dog even though not making
a clear round in the Final was Fergus.
Apply either to Helen
Well done Shelley. We made her
Fabling, or Karen de
shout at Rotorua for her win!
Wit
For a written piece
each month you get
free NALA membership.

kpdewit@xtra.co.nz

CONG
RATU
LATIO
NS
TO
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Debbie Middlemiss and Vin,
Agility Champion
and Elaine Rohde
and Bolt,

Titles at EBOP
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South Rangitiki Show By Anon
The CHB girls did well with Olwyn, Sheila and Kim clear in AD
and all placed in other classes along with Ngaire. Beverley
had a win in Jumpers C and Sharon also managed to get
around clear in AD.
Rotorua 5/7th April
A great weekend on grounds that proved to be an awesome
venue. This was the first time I had attended the show held
at Lake Rerewhakaaitu. Not only did the dogs enjoy agility
but also swimming in the near by lake. The lake not only
proved to be great for the dogs, but also for Ross Pryor and
Lou Baker, who I believe both caught Trout.
A credit to the Rotorua Club who would have the least number of agility members in the country. Well done to Jo and
the team that worked their butts off all weekend! It was a
great weekend, albeit cold, but sunny. In fact at times some
of us looked like overstuffed Eskimo's, wearing just about
every garment item we had in our bags. Guess summer has
now passed us by and welcome to Autumn.
There were great courses set throughout the weekend by
Alan McClumpa, Allan Rohde, Lyn Sayers and Martin Bush.
Zone 2 members featured in the line ups throughout the
weekend, I won't start naming as I'm sure to miss someone
out, so well done to those that did get ribbons.
On the Sunday the Intermediate 2 course of Allan Rohde's
caused a headache for some, but for the 10 of us that made it
through, well done. I must mention that Harley was the 10th,
after working him from start to finish, I came off with no voice,
to be told by my fellow club members, “they could hear me
back in Tauranga!” You probably think, so what, but for
those of you who know Harley, it's an achievement in itself to
get a clear round, especially in a difficult course! For me, it's
like having a champ, instead of a Chump! LOL
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Wally of the Weekend – this must surely go to Malcom
Ward. On Saturday afternoon he sets off in his 4 wheel drive
Jeep, being a boy with his toy! Much later we have Joanne
Dale running around the domain, “Anyone got a tow rope?”
We then find out that Malcom is stuck in the mud way around
the point (obviously of no return!). Off set a hardy sort to rescue Malcom, only to find he's stuck fast as well. So off goes
Bevan Dale to rescue the rescuer plus Malcom! When the
Jeep finally returns to the campsite, there was this strange
noise, like it was crying in pain! Apparently stones in the
brake drums, Ouch!
Its great to see members with their new puppies. One new
little baby is Julie & Ross's “Thong”, a little bundle of joy! We
had lots of cuddles and chuckles with her.
As Daylight Saving ended over this weekend, someone forgot
to tell the darn Rooster that we turn our clocks back on Sunday morning. Saturday morning it was crowing at 5.00 a.m.,
come Sunday, the darn thing was going off at 4.00a.m.!
EBOP 13/14th APRIL
As always a very popular show, with plenty of camping space
and shade, along with the free use of the town's heated
swimming pool/spa and showers. I think most of the Zone 2
people in the Bay of Plenty head for this show, along with
people from other parts of the North Island. This year we had
use of the Netball Pavilion, more toilets and even showers for
those camping.
Again lovely sunny weather on Saturday, which turned out to
be a very warm day. Jumpers B (Amanda's) was an interesting course.
Hard Luck Story - must go to Helen M. Saturday morning
unable to start her car, saw her club mates waving Bon Voyage to her vehicle on the back of the tow truck! Luckily her
Fuggly has a large canopy in front for storing the 4 small dogs
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that her and Bernice run. Apparently it was the starter motor!
Hope it didn't prove to be too expensive weekend for you
Helen!
Funny moment captured on film! For those able to access
the Tauranga Facebook page will see sleeping beauty! Obviously the sun and the day proved too much for you Brian.
LOL
WAG
All set to go on the Saturday with my 31/2 yr old granddaughter who we are looking after for 4 weeks, with the forecast
saying it was going to be a wet weekend, I decided to stay
home. As it turned out, Saturday in Hamilton proved to be a
nice day while back home in Tauranga we had torrential rain
all day.
After seeing photos on Facebook of the events on Sunday, it
would have looked like one was competing in Aqua Agility!
Congratulations must go to Jocelyn & Kobi who got a 1st in
Novice down at Horowhenua the other weekend.
Also lovely to see a new face on the Agility Committee from
our Zone with Jocelyn now on it.
Well thats it for this month, if you want anything reported, you
know what to do........let me know!!

Lower North Reportby Sandra Mohekey
Upper Hutt Ribbon Trial Saturday 6 April
Although there was an ADX on offer the entries weren’t as
high as for events higher up the island. However, there were a
number of new competitors there and it was great to see the
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“old hands” who instructed them providing support and encouragement.
The weather was fine but it was cold in the shade – the long
summer was definitely over! But once you’re on the course
running you never notice the weather, right? Sharon’s novice
course was won by Rebecca and Spicy and her intermediate
was won by Rebecca and Mya; her courses certainly suit Rebecca and her super dogs. Jo’s senior was eventually taken
out by a very happy (or should that be expecting a happy
event?) Penny and Dice. Starters was won by Liz and Polly.
Congratulations to them and to Annette’s Norris who also got
a starters ribbon.
The prizegivings were made on the rostra which was a nice
touch. It made for good photo opportunities.
ADX advanced resulted in four clear rounds and no prize giving. (Yes, just a little miffed about it because Niko got his
gold). Ana’s Smudge, Diane’s Jamacia and Jenny’s newly
ADXed boxer were the other successful candidates.
I left before the jumpers, clutching my certificate in my big hot
hand so those winners will need to report on themselves.
Horowhenua Champ 20th and 21st April
Some fast footwork by the show manager meant we were
able to park by the rings – thank goodness – and this kept us
safely away from the lake. They had also put in a lot of effort
to secure new sponsors for the show. Great work guys. It was
a little cold and damp on Saturday but the rain wasn’t constant and so conditions were not slippery.
Happy competitors included: Lady Jess and Deborah who
won the unsplit Starters 1; Rose and Lloyd who won Novice 1
maxi; Renee and Lex who won Novice small and Isla’s Drift
who won Starters 2.
Kim and Lulu were the happy Intermediate 1 small winners
whilst Polly took out midi. Biggest smile of the day was
Lloyd’s. Lili’s senior win gave her the last challenge he’s been
waiting for. Not bad for an old girl! (That’s the dog, not Lloyd
of course.)
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I didn’t make it to the Sunday but heard there was a close encounter between a chicken and a poodle – probably just a unfounded rumour was it Aprille?
Congratulations on putting on a show at the lake despite all
the difficulties Horowhenua.

AGILITY
CHAMPION
Lili Marlene
and
Lloyd Palleson
at
Horowhenua.

]
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Canterbury Tails
by Sue McKee, Teezsa, Rez & Switch
CCATS Easter event
Wow, anyone who is a chocaholic would have loved this event. There
were Easter eggs aplenty, either in the raffle or in the prizes, if you were
fortunate enough to be up on the podium. This year CCATS changed the
event slightly, from the Saturday/Sunday of Easter to the Friday/Saturday.
This was how it used to be years ago, but they had gone away from that
format. Numbers apparently were down last year, but they were about the
same this year as well. Certainly most of the Nelson people didn’t make it
down, as they would have had to take a day off on the Thursday to get
down in time, but there were quite a number from the deep south.
Friday kicked off with a lovely tribute to Barbara Rusbridge, who has been
in the sport “forever” and was awarded a Certificate of Appreciation from
the NZKC for all her hard work over the years.

CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION - Barbara Rusbridge.
by Bernard Fears
Thank you for your attention. I
am here for a very important
reason.
With us today is a very special
person who has served our
hobby well. Their involvement
with the dog game began before agility was recognised.
This person was a pioneer, active in assisting the introduction
of agility in New Zealand. Today
this discipline has grown to be
really significant in NZKC
sphere of activities. This person
has worked hard to better our
sport both in planning, training,
arranging displays and demonstrations, as well as competitions.
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Having served as a show manager, judge and a Zone 4 representative
this person has given so much, but even more has given many years as
Secretary and Treasurer of Canterbury CATS. I think you may know who I
am referring to when I mention that she was originally involved with the
Weimaraner Club for many years before CATS started.
Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of NZKC, I wish to acknowledge her
enormous contribution to the sport of agility and I present this
‘CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION’ in recognition of her dedication over
a long period of time to Barbara Rusbridge.

Then it was on with the show, so to speak. Can’t remember who did what
and what classes they
did it in, so if you want
a specific mention let
me know! I do know
that the weather was
stunning both days - it
seems like summer
wants to just keep on
going and I can’t say
I’m complaining as I
love the warm
weather.
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Selwyn Double agility double Jumpers 13/14 April
Another fantastic event. The grounds here are very pleasant, it being a
proper Council Dog Park which is closed to the public when there is an
agility event on. There are
trees for shade and enough
parking, and a little stream
that runs through the grounds
for the dogs to paddle in. Being a dog park it is fully fenced
and safe as well.
The club put on a great event
for us all with visiting North
Island judge Fiona Hodgson
and southern man Dave Cook
creating some lovely courses.
Fiona’s last Jumpers B was an
absolute blast with some very
subtle traps. I heard several
people coming off the finish
line saying, “Why did they do
that?” as the dog fell into one
of the traps, especially the
wrong end of the tunnel like
one of my dogs. Very fun to
run though.

Pictures from CCATS—by
Auckland area photos

I had a very good weekend
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with the borrowed Vizsla, Kato, once again having her ears on and winning both Maxi Novice. Having found the transition from starters to novice-intermediate level a little difficult a couple of events ago, after being
used to hooning for six years in straight lines, she managed to keep her
eye on what I was doing a little better this time round. Must admit she is
an absolute joy to run.
Linda Mortimer continued on with her good results, surprising herself and
a few others with a win with Edge in Starters, and a win with Chai in Novice Midi. Haze also got a 3rd place. Michelle G didn’t waste any time by
going clear in the first run of the weekend, AD, and making Zig into ADX
then, just because she could, winning Intermediate Maxi.
Lisa and Roselle battled it out again in the higher classes with Quiz gaining Top Dog for Midi and Zoom Maxi. Jenny D’Arcy took Top Dog Small.
Paul Beswick got the chance to run Dave’s new dog, Tag, and had some
great results. He didn’t even notice Sallie’s little dog running from one
ring back to the car straight through the ring he was competing in with
Tag.
Giggle of the day on Sunday had to come from a non-competing dog. I
was standing by the fence at the roadside, watching things happening in
the ring. Along the road came a car with a Doberman in the back. They
did a U-turn when they realised that the dog park was closed, and that the
dog wouldn’t be able to have its run in the park after all. The look on the
dog’s face was classic when he realised his owners were going to turn
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NATIONAL AGILITY LINK ASSOCIATION
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 2013/14
Please circle the amount being paid and fill in form neatly
Month

Home
Posting

Club
Posting

Family
Membership

Digital
subscription

Annual sub

$

38.00 $

26.00 $

10.00 $

16.00

April - July

$

38.00 $

26.00 $

10.00 $

16.00

August- November

$

25.00 $

15.00 $

5.00 $

10.00

Dec - March

$

10.00 $

5.00 $

3.00 $

4.00

Membership must be
received by the 27th of the
month to be current for that
month

Receipt Number

Home Posting - Delivery of 1-4 magazines to the same address
Club Posting - Delivery of more than 4 magazines to the same address
Family membership - For second and subsequent members of family (no magazine)
Digital subscription - membership and access to magazine online.
Junior membership (under 18 years old) - No charge if another member of the family is a full member. Otherwise rate is
half the applicable family rate (no magazine unless full rate paid)

Name (Full member)

(JUNIOR member)

(Family member)

Address
Ph No: (

)

E-mail Address

Club Name (in full)
Dogs Pet Name

Breed

Forward to: NALA Treasurer, 630 Te Kowhai Road, RD8, Hamilton 3288
Any enquiries or transfers required, please contact Fiona Ferrar (f.ferrar@actrix.co.nz)

Direct Credit
Payment by Direct Credit will be accepted for existing members only, and only when paying the full year subscription. NALA bank
account is 03-1571-0025134-25 You MUST be registered on the NALA website (www.nala.org.nz) to use the direct credit option.
The DC payment must include your NALA Membership number (obtained from www.nala.org.nz) and your name.
ENSURE that the following details are included in the Payer details (the Payer is you!)
Enter your membership number in the Particulars field on the bank statement. Enter your name in the REF field on the
bank statement
A separate payment will need to be made for each member. When paying by Direct Credit, DO NOT use this form.
Your membership number MUST BE included on the payment on the NALA bank statement, otherwise it will be treated as a
donation
When using the direct credit option, it is your responsibility to ensure that you and your dogs details are correct.
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DVD
4 on the Floor
2x2 Weave Training
Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave
Poles
Agility Foundation Training
Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World
Championships
Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World
Championships
Contacts: Bridging the Gap Between Training & Competition
Crate Games for Self-Control &
Peak Performance - Coaching the Ca- Motivation
Jumping from A to Z M. Christine
Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set
Zink
Foundation Training for Agility 3DVD Set
Course Analysis for Agility HanGreat Dog Great Handler, The WinRuff Love Susan Garrett
ning Combination
Great Dog, Shame about the HanShaping Success Susan Garrett
dler
Dogwise John Fisher
Excel-erated Learning Pamela Reid How to Win at Gamblers and
Snooker
Developing Jumping Skills
On Course to Excel
VHS
Reliable Running A-frames
Ruth Hobday, Pups progress
Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set
World Class Weaves
Ruth Hobday, Advanced control exer- In FOCUS Crying for Control
Puppy Love - Raise your dog the
Go the Distance Vol. 1
Clicker way.
LIBRARY ENQUIRIES
Greg Derrett Foundation Video
DARRYL JEWISS, 33 Bell Rd,
Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame
Lower Hutt 5010 ,
About the Handler
ph: 04-972-7701.
Books
Peter Lewis Teaching agility
Clean Run, Workbook- Introductory,
Intermediate, Advanced
Clean Run, Games book
Clean Run, Course design book
The Clothier Natural Jumping
Method, by Suzanne Clothier
Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility
Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach
Building Blocks for Performance

Email: djewiss@paradise.net.nz
OR library@nala.org.nz
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Jane Aukett can be contacted on markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz

Final Results Junior Link 2012/13
Beginners Under 12
1st = Nicole Davis – Scarlett – North Taranaki
Paige Davis – Opal – Cambridge
3rd Nicole Davis – Amber – North Taranaki
4th Kayne Needham – Rocky
Experienced 8-11yrs
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Erin Ball – Kay – Mangawai
Erin Ball – Claire – Mangawai
Jaime Fleming – Pebbles – Waimakariri
Paige Aukett – Bobby – Upper Hutt

Beginners 12 years and over
No one completed 8 runs
Experienced 12-15 yrs
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Hayley Rohde – Flare – Counties
Hayley Rohde – Flick – Counties
Hayley Rohde – Charm – Counties
Hayley Rohde – Knight - Counties

Experienced 16-20 yrs
1st

Danielle Stephens – Pepsi - CHB
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for June
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15

20

25

COURSE for June
Results by end of June
CL= 125m
(NB: follow the metre wheel line)
5

5

6
7
10

10
points at #6
11

15

15
5
5

4

2

2

5.5
2

8

3.5

3.5

20

3.5

4

S

5.5

125

20
2.5

9

9

3

1

2

4

points at middle of weave
5.5

25
12

5

4.5
3

3
2

4.5

3
15

2

13
6

14
17

4.5

1
6

6

1.5

35

16

F

5

10

15

20

10
30

3.5

5
18

35

2.5
1.5

4

30

25

11

25

CL= 125m
Results to be submitted by June 30th
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Beginners and Veterans course.
Beginners results to markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
Veterans results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz

BEGINNERS & VETERANS COURSE
15

15

5.5
2
20

S

3.5

F
4

1

5.5

20

3

2.5

9
4

2

3

11
10
5.5

25

25

5
2.5
1.5

9

3

30

6

3.5
8

4.5

1

35

6

6

1.5

35

6

7

5

5
30

10

15

20

25
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Snooker course
Results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
Please ask for a spreadsheet to record results on.
Start at start jump. The Start/finish is the same jump (it can be any height and has no value).
Opening sequence:- Do a red jump - do a colour - do a different red jump - do a colour, do a third (different)
red jump, do a colour.
4
4
Closing sequence : do 2-3-4-5-6-7 and then finish jump.
MAXM TIME GIVEN = 50 seconds (at 50 secs whistle is blown, scoring stops and dog must be taken to the
finish line to get the actual time).
1
8

8

7

12

12

16

16
6
2
S

3.5

20

20
8

1

5
3

24

F

24

1

MAXM course time = 50 seconds.

28

5

Note:
1. Coloured obstacles.
Faults in opening round = no points will be gained.
32 Faults or refusals on closing round = end of scoring, go to finish.

4

28

32

2. RED obstacles.
If it is faulted in the opening - do another red.
Doing the same red twice = D
Doing red then another red = D
36

36

The aim is to collect as many points as possible in the opening sequence and then to
complete the closing sequence without faults or refusals within the time allowed. The
game will end and the dog must be taken to the finish if :
•An obstacle is taken out of sequence (in either opening or closing sequence)
•Any fault or refusal is made during the closing sequence.
• dog completes No 2-7 successfully.
• Time runs out (whistle blows at 50 seconds)
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New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
May 2013
2

3

4

5

6

18
17
16
15

7 8
2

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
18

2
3

5

1.1

2

2 10 1

2

6

4

2

5

5

10

2

9
8

13
9
12

11 2

12
11

5

6

6

7

2

5

3 11
10
8
1 9

2

7

6
2
1

5
4
2

8
7

6

3

16
15
4
14

3

14
13

17

5

F

4

2
F
S

S

12

NZARO Rally June

11 results
2 3due4June
5 31st
6 7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1. serpentine weave once (24)
2. 270 right (9)
3. left turn(6)
4. halt, sit down (4)
5. 270 right (9)
6. circle right dog outside (NZARO #2)
7. call front finish right forward (13)
8. Left turn ((6)

3

Send Results to Email: mbutler@ihug.co.nz by June 30th

1

2
1

9. 360 right (11)
10. Straight figure of eight weave
twice(23)
11. Halt 1-2-3 steps (25)
12. 270 left (10)
*Station 6 - circle around the two
middle cones.

SEE www.nzaro.webs.com for full results and course plans.

Club

Norwest

Mt Maunganui

Selwyn

Hawkes Bay

C Hawkes Bay

Central ADTS

Wairarapa

Sunshine Whk

Otago

OTAKI

Canterbury COC

FEILDING DTC

Tokoroa DTClub

Pl

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Rachael Hunt & Ayela, Rachael Hunt & Leia, Karen Morrison & Jedi

Lynda Cummins & Chloe, Elsie Marriott & Fat Albert, Rachel Rae & Lucy

Kelly Walker & Maddie, Gay Bouterey & Angel, Kelly Walker & Gael

Jenny Purdom & Flynn, Helen Carter & Dart, Helen Carter & Cracka

Margaret Latimer & Polka, Yvette Coutts & Cyndah, Diana O'Kane & Evie

Diane Rau & Pearl, Trish Funnell & Molly, Gina Boreham & Skye

Robin Gemmill & Col, Melanie Wyse & Toby, Melanie Wyse & Jess

Olwyn Johnston & Toby, Sheelah Stevens & Pepsi, Olwyn Johnston &
Maggie
Jan Voss & Pippa, Angela Sintra & Asha, Mike Butler & Idol

Dot Janssen & Ringo, Bobby Dickerson & Amani, Bobby Dickerson & Skia

Sue Neale & Chynah, Sylvia Latten & Molly, Misha Baxter & Trixie

Rosalind Walkington & Emma, Maree Green & Ted, Jeff Walkington & Charlie
Fiona Goodall & Promise, Fiona Goodall & Luna, Sue Andresen & Cookie

Team members

96.0

97.7

97.7

98.0

98.3

98.3

99.7

99.3

99.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Score

249.91

375.44

248.48

412.95

309.25

281.79

422.13

278.62

235.51

284.613

244.31

237.34

220.74

Time
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Rally Team results ~ April

29

CLUB COMPETITION
The results will be published next month.
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STANDARD FLYGILITY COURSE
JUNE 2013
O

30

25

21

17

12

7

2
S

F
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent
to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the
contributor. Limit number of words to 500 or one A4 page.
Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans.
Supply as Course designer or in scale in black pen on an A4
sheet Portrait size, or Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by contributors and retains the right not to publish
submissions for reasons of space or suitability.

ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made
payable to NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of
the month to be current.
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

WEBSITE:
NZAgility

located

at

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/

RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz

ADVERTISING.
$10 - 1/4 page
$15 - 1/2 page
$20 - full page
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